Welcome! Let us tell you a bit about Physio Fit Adelaide

About PHYSIO FIT
At Physio Fit we have a rich history of working with elite athletes from a
large variety of disciplines; from elite footballers and soccer players,
world-beating strongmen, powerlifters and CrossFit athletes, professional
tennis players, ultra-marathon runners and everything in-between.
Our team have extensive knowledge and qualiﬁcations in strength and
conditioning which, combined with exceptional manual therapy, allows us
to provide the most effective and relevant all-round treatment plan to return
our patients to the top of their game.
We initially opened out of a CrossFit gym in the Adelaide CBD in December
2014, becoming so popular that we soon expanded further to accommodate
the increased demand for a combined manual therapy/functional
gym-based service that was focused around patient outcomes and
accelerated recovery.
Our focus since the day we opened has been to look after our team and
deliver amazing health outcomes and experiences for our patients. In 2019,
we were rewarded for this by being announced as the winners of the Telstra
Business Awards, for all small business in South Australia.

PHYSIO FIT Mission
To Change The Healthcare Experience For The Better

PHYSIO FIT Core Values
We Deliver An Exceptional
Experience
We’re with you every step of the way
We go above and beyond and deliver
on our promises
We create raving fans of our clinic and
our team

We Are Leaders & Drivers of
Change in Healthcare

We Empower People To Reach
Their Goals

Our approach is detailed and
comprehensive

We centre your journey around your
aspirations

We implement new research,
innovations and technologies

With guidance we will challenge you
and keep you accountable

We are committed to personal and
professional growth

We will support you to exceed beyond
what you thought was possible

We Love What We Do
We ensure a positive and uplifting
environment

We Genuinely Care
We listen to you and your story
We put the care back into healthcare

We don’t take ourselves too seriously
We create a family culture

We make meaningful connections and
contributions within our community

Team Work Makes The Dream Work
When you join the team at Physio Fit, you aren’t just
joining another workplace, you are working in a clinic
that is ﬁrst and foremost invested in you, your career
and your overall well-being.
A structured mentoring program, in-house CPD,
personal and professional goal setting, quarterly team
culture days, regular social events and a yearly retreat
are just some of the things we have in place to ensure
we are always looking out for our team.
We believe that people come ﬁrst and that is why we
work hard to create an environment that is focused on
helping you achieve your best work. We don’t set out
to simply support health professionals, we set out to
support great people!

We Create Raving Fans
When you join the Physio Fit team, you are joining a
group of people who are passionate about health care
and who are committed to supporting patients at
every stage of their health journey.
We are leaders in the healthcare space and our aim is
to provide patients with exceptional experiences that
go above and beyond the norms of traditional health
care.
Our vision for the future is to improve the way that
healthcare is delivered. We focus on keeping patients
well by providing them with the education, resources
and ongoing support they need to keep happy,
healthy and active!

What Our Team Loves About Physio Fit
Emily

Senior Physiotherapist
since 2017

Joe

Senior Podiatrist
since 2017

Ryan

Senior Physiotherapist
since 2017

Kaytlyn

Admin Team Member
since 2019

“Physio Fit is different to anywhere I have worked before. I love the emphasis on providing
a healthcare experience different to any other. I love the support, the opportunities, team
and atmosphere. The level of care and support is above and beyond what I would have
ever expected, it makes for an amazing place to come everyday.”

“I genuinely enjoy coming to work every day. We have a young, fun team with a great
culture that includes lots of professional and personal development. Being part of a
multidisciplinary clinic allows me to learn and be mentored from the Physios and Massage
Therapists as well!”

“I love the constant support and guidance from everyone to be your best both in and
outside of work. Everyone is supportive of each others goals and will do the best to help
you reach them. The team is there to help make you enjoy your job.”

“I love that we have such a great culture at physio ﬁt, everyone is so supportive of each other!
It is a positive environment and there is never a shortage of banter within the group. I love
the opportunities we have to be able to learn more and develop professionally and
personally.”

What Our Team Loves About Physio Fit
Caitlin

Physiotherapist
since 2019

Sami

Practice Manager
since 2016

Damon

2020 New Grad
Physiotherapist

Lauren

Admin Team Member
since 2019

“I love the support; the mentoring and professional development, other physios being
available to answer quick questions. But also the less obvious support, having the space in
1:1s to talk about more than just clinical challenges. It’s a fun, fast paced and evolving work
environment.”

“The team - it’s such a varied dynamic bunch but it somehow works! The focus and drive
towards goals, both personal and professional, the individual is just as important as the
clinic. The constant development and upskilling for team members and getting to be a part
of everyone's journeys and growth”

“The team culture and support! There’s always so much fun and banter around the
workplace that helps make work so much more enjoyable. There’s also a strong support
system, and at any given time, someone will be available to ask advice, whether it be clinical
or not!”

“The connected culture we all have with one another and the opportunities to always learn
more in either admin, physiotherapy, podiatry, and massage. The team culture is fun,
positive, happy, engaging, good banter, and supportive.”

1:1 Mentoring & Professional Development
1:1 Mentoring Sessions

Weekly Team CPD

Monthly Guest Speakers

Weekly 1:1 mentoring with senior team
members help you grow and develop in
every aspect of your clinical practice.

Weekly in-house CPD sessions are
presented by our team on areas of
interest or expertise.

Our CPD program includes hosting a
guest speaker every month to present
to our team.

We also offer support towards personal
goals to ensure there is a great balance
of the two.

We cover clinical assessments and
management, soft skills such as
communication and summaries of
external CPD courses attended

We invite surgeons, sports docs, other
allied health professionals and relevant
speakers to ensure we learn from the
best of the best.

Case Study Sessions
Case Studies are practical sessions
aimed at expanding your clinical skills
and knowledge to help the patients you
are seeing at the time.
This is in a group setting in order to
learn a variety of approaches towards
assessment and treatment.

Online Courses
Being part of our team means gaining
access to a number of online courses
that our clinic has invested in.
This currently includes iMoveU, The
Physio Network, speciﬁc running,
shoulder and tendon courses and an
Audible account for self development.

CPD Allowance
We value any opportunity for further
training in external CPD courses which
is why each year we offer our team
ﬁnancial help in attending formal
courses and seminars. When our team
attends external CPD courses, they also
present their learnings back to the
team meaning everyone upskills!

How Valuable Is Our Mentoring?
Caitlin

Physiotherapist
since 2019

Emily

Senior Physiotherapist
since 2017

Damon

2020 New Grad
Physiotherapist

“The mentoring is above and beyond. Having the opportunity to meet with your seniors
2x/week is incredibly valuable. It gives you the chance to go through your own clinical cases,
discuss how to get better at certain aspects of your management and also lets you check in
with people at work so that they know where you’re at.”

“Everyone in our team has such a diverse range of experience, skills and special interests
that there is a huge learning opportunity from each other. We have created a culture
where it is encouraged to ask questions, to brainstorm solutions to difﬁcult cases or give
the patient a second opinion.
Not only do we have an amazing team to learn from each other on a weekly basis, we also
have regular guest speakers and access to the latest research and clinical education
programs so we are always upskilling.”

“I am so grateful for how much time is put into my development! Whether it’s 1:1’s, the 1-hour
group session, or the 1-hour clinical case studies, I’m always being taught, or driven to
research and develop new concepts and skills. I appreciate the time to sit down 1:1 with a
mentor twice a week and the opportunity to share challenging cases with a group of senior
physios so that I feel conﬁdent heading in to each day of clients.”.

Technology & Equipment
NordBord
We pride ourselves on having the latest technology to assist us
with our diagnosis and management of patients. The NordBord
is used to help with hamstring strains and return to sport
objective measurements.
Tracking changes over time as well as responses to training load
allows for improved management of high training and
competition loading.

Force Frame
The Force Frame allows us to measure the muscle strength of
other joints and muscle groups such as glutes, groins, shoulder
rotator cuff and quads.
We can then identify areas that can be vulnerable to future
injury and targeted them with speciﬁc exercise prescription.
This allows for more appropriate conditioning to allow for an
effective return to work, sport or daily living

Technology & Equipment
Anti-Gravity Treadmill
The Anti-Gravity Treadmill uses differential air pressure to
reduce the percentage of body weight going through the
patient’s joints, enabling walking, jogging or running at
anywhere from 20% to 100% of your bodyweight.
This is used to ensure a safe, yet accelerated return from injury
or surgery whilst still allowing our patients to exercise and
maintain their overall ﬁtness.

Running Assessments
A running assessment provides a detailed and accurate
evaluation of a patient’s running style and efﬁciency.
We look for opportunities for runners to rehab any niggling
pains appropriately as well as prevent reoccurring injury. We can
also help to improve performance, whether our patients are
beginners or elite runners.

Exercise Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Gym
We believe that exercise rehabilitation should be the
cornerstone of any evidence based management
provided by an allied health professional.
At Physio Fit, we like to practice what we preach! Not
only have our sports physiotherapists undergone
extensive training at university level in the ﬁelds of
Exercise Science and Strength and Conditioning, they
train themselves using various methods and therefore
have a greater understanding to pass on to our team.
Equipment in our on-site clinic rehabilitation gyms
include:
●
●
●
●
●
●

A Power Rack
A Lifting Platform
Olympic barbells and bumpers
Dumbbell and Kettlebell sets from 1kg to 35kgs
Power bands for assisted movements
iPads to record and analyse movements

Career Growth, Satisfaction & Support
Team Culture Days

Career Pathways & Progressions

Rewards & Bonuses

Knowing your strengths, weaknesses
and overall purpose is essential to
creating a long and fulﬁlling career.

We are big believers in working with
you over time to create meaningful
pathways that align with your goals.

We want you to feel ﬁnancially
rewarded for your hard work rather
than waiting for yearly pay increases.

This is why we hold quarterly team
development days designed to help
you grow both professionally and
personally

This can range from clinical leads who
mentor younger therapists to building
your reputation within the community
or amongst your colleagues.

We offer the opportunity to boost your
overall wages ahead of time by helping
more patients and exceeding clinic
expectations.

Team Retreats
We believe creativity and connection
can come from a simple change of
scenery. Our annual retreats give us all
an opportunity to kick back and have
some fun.
We also reﬂect on the year gone and
plan for where we want to get to next!

Work Towards An Ideal Week
Unfortunately pain doesn’t only exist
during 9am - 5pm. We understand that
late nights and weekend work isn’t for
everyone and therefore we offer our
senior team members the ability to pick
where they work their 38hrs once they
have created a self sustaining list of
raving fans for themselves..

Opportunities +
We are grateful to be well connected
with clinics and colleagues around
Australia and the rest of the world.
Whether you are looking for a mentor
within a speciﬁc niche or want to learn
from gurus across the globe, we know
someone who can help!

What You Can Expect From Us
Honesty & Transparency

Recognition

Honesty and transparency are two of the most important
attributes we value in our team members so it’s only fair that
we hold ourselves to the same high standards. We promise to
be honest and transparent with you in every way.

We not only recognise our team for going above and beyond
for each other, our patients and our community, we celebrate
it! Each week we recognise each other’s wins because we
want you to know that it doesn’t go unnoticed.

Support & Accountability

Constructive Feedback

You can expect us to support you in achieving your goals and
striving for a higher standard of yourself. Expect us to give
you individual mentoring and accountability so you can grow
and improve in all areas of your role.

Constructive feedback allows for all of us to improve the way
we do things. We view mistakes or failures as a normal part of
learning and identify them as an opportunity to grow so we
can do better next time. Feedback is something we embrace!

A Team First Approach

To Be Treated Like Family

Clinics talk about being patient focused (and of course this is
important), but at Physio Fit we are team focused. We believe
that our team is our number 1 priority! We only hire the best
and as a result our patients will be well looked after too.

When you join our team, you are joining a family that
genuinely cares. This means we value you and your
contributions and we will always have your best interest at
heart in anything that we do.

What We Expect Of You
Be A Team Player
We expect everyone within our team to check in and look out
for one another. We collaborate with other team members
and ask if there is anything you can help them with just as
they would do for you.

Be An Action Taker
At Physio Fit, we do what we say we will do. This means not
only setting goals together, but being able to prioritise, time
block and stay on top of our productivity to ensure tasks are
completed efﬁciently and effectively.

Take Responsibility
Just as we will take responsibility for our actions, behaviours
and outcomes we expect the same of you. We don’t place
blame or make excuses for why things didn’t work out. We
own our part and learn from it in order to improve next time.

Be Abundant With Communication
Communication is so important and is vital to a successful
team and clinic. Whether it is via email, text, phone call or
slack, we commit to being open and prompt in our
communication with each other at all times.

Provide Solutions, Not Problems
We are a team that works together to improve our
environment for each other. If there is a problem or barrier,
we encourage you to come to us with potential solutions and
a willingness to help address the problem at hand.

Be Open & Honest
If there is anything you need, whether it is more support or a
concern that needs addressing, we expect open and honest
communication. If we can do things better or make your job
easier we will, but it starts with being open and honest

Meet The Team

Ryan Jeffries
Physiotherapist

Emily Peut

Physiotherapist

Alina Kennedy

Damon Siviour

Liam Oates

Caitlin Finnis

Physiotherapist

Physiotherapist

Physiotherapist

Physiotherapist

Meet The Team

Darcy Pisani
Physiotherapist

Corey Sims

Physiotherapist

Joe Keain

Alyssa Caputo

Michael Lewis

Patrick Thomas

Massage Therapist

Remedial Massage

Podiatrist

Podiatrist

Meet The Team

Sami Flay

Kaytlyn Steer

Practice Manager

Lauren Steer

Admin

Emily Wishart
Admin

Admin

Josh Williams
Admin

Meet The Team

Melissa Zacharia
Pod Fit Director

Peter Flynn

Physio Fit Director

Andrew Zacharia
Physio Fit Director

PHYSIO FIT History
Physio Fit Opens

Modbury Clinic Opens

Telstra Business Award Winners

First one-room clinic opens in a

Locations combine to open our

Recognised as South Australia’s

CBD CrossFit gym

ﬁrst large multi-disciplinary clinic

best Small & Succeeding Business

July 2015
Dec 2014

Jan 2019
Dec 2016

Sept 2019

Second Location Opens

Findon Clinic Opens

Second one-room clinic opens in

We expand into our second large

the North-East of Adelaide

multi-disciplinary clinic

If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to get in touch!
Andrew Zacharia & Peter Flynn
andrew@physioﬁtadelaide.com.au

peter@physioﬁtadelaide.com.au

